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Tom's Guide is supported by his audience. When you buy through links on our site, we can earn an affiliate commission. See more see more see more see more see more see more see more see more for Windows See more for Filmora Wondershare is video editing software that allows you to make complex short
movies from your computer. Add subtitles, choose from a series of overlays and browse the library of free songs and sound effects. Edit your video with crop, trim or merge clips and share the final product in different formats. This program is a one-go filmmaker for beginners and professionals alike. Don't let the simple
interface and intuitive menus deceive you: it's a surprisingly powerful editing tool. When it comes to video editing software, Filmora Wondershare is a one-stop shop. This feature-pack tool lets you turn your simple video clips into creative work of art by simple drag and drop editing. Download the latest version of
Wondershare Filmora9 Video Editor and make movies like a pro! This program comes with a free trial that allows up to 10 exports (with filmora watermarks). This is a good way to test water and try before buying. If you want access to the full range of video editing features, you can upgrade to Filmora Pro. Unlock the
entire library of effects and erase the watermark for a reasonable annual fee (you'll also receive round-the-clock customer support). What will Wondershare Filmora download give you? The programme caters equally to the needs of amateur and pro-filmmakers. While industry professionals look for more heavy-duty
software for commercial use (Adobe Premiere Pro and Sony Vegas Pro), FilmOra is an all-in-one video editing software with excellent features for free testing and proper upgrades. Download Filmora: Add graphics with input subtitle editing and filters load your movie with speed and transition elements. Targeting budding
filmmakers and early editors the software is powerful enough to make professionally qualified movies. The user interface is highly intuitive and the drag and drop feature makes your movie a breeze. In addition, there is an army of options within each tool. Fire up subtitle options and personalize your text by font, color, size
and position. Add your own voiceover and have a world of fun in the huge library of overlays! Choose from everything from Charlie Chaplinsk's old school features to the romantic waterfall of hearts and sunset filters. What's not to love about Fimora? Even if you're a huge fan of the program, any avid users of
Wondershare Filmora Video Editor are going to love the watermark! If you think it's worth investing in the program, the upgrade is a small price to pay for movie creations that are actually your own. Being somewhere between your highly advanced pro software and very basic programs too The Achilles heel of not having
says Enough for the pros, but possibly too overwhelming for information-first-timers. The program can do with more tutorials. There's a 'Quick Start' guide but only the basics are included. Is filmara wondershare for PC only? Another brilliant feature of Filmora is that it is a multi-platform program. Filmora is a free
download for PC and you can also use the software on mac or install app version on your Android or iPhone mobiles. The app version makes any footage taken on your phone particularly simple. Once you've familiarize yourself with the program you can add new filters with each update. Download Filmora free to your
Windows computer and explore a myriad of editing options with your first new project. Select the size of your movie (from Instagram suitable for cinema) and drag and drop clips into frames and transition and personalize it with audio. While Wondershare Filmora may not be the editing software of choice for your Oscar-
winning directors, it's a great place to start! This program allows you to create a short film, make a fun montage of holiday clips with filters and overlays or mess around starting a career in video editing. Filmora latest version lets you automatically remove the waveform (pinch those gaps in clips) and lets you upload them
from your phone. Filmora is more than enough to get you started. There are other great editing tools like Movvy and Camsia but filmora editing features for first-timers is a veritable Swiss-army knife. Filmora simplifies the process of video editing. Bring to life your YouTube content, wedding movies or social media pages
with powerful tools like background filters and animation maker. Filmora also has a unique timeline feature that merges many instances of clips to create a completely new track. Start learning how to edit videos and create artistic clips with filmora. Insert easy mode after downloading the app. This mode includes the most
basic drag-and-drop functions to help you get things done. Adjustable aspect ratio lets you customize the screen size of your project. Filmora's full-featured mode offers a more advanced setting. Take your creative experiment to the next level after mastering the basics. Increase your playback with overlays and
background filters. Drag another video from a different source and leave it right on the same timeline to your montage. Sign up for wondershare account to access huge collection of free video templates, sound effects and background music to enhance your content. These come as downloadable add-ons and thus you
have the freedom to edit them, or create your own influence. See the Community page for additional help. Filmora has a solid fan base that offers many useful tutorials for both beginners and advanced users. Your experience and Share with other fellow editors. The support center responds fairly fast. Where can you run
this programme? You can run FilmOra on Windows 7, Windows 8 and Windows It also runs on Mac.Is there's a better option? No. Filmora allows quick and easy editing regardless of your skill level. You can try similar apps like Cametasia for big projects. Filmora makes quality editing easier. You get the same results
using very simple functions as most other professional videos. The best part is that you can try it for free. Should you download it? Yes Download Filmora and produce better-looking content. Free Trial54.53 MB Download Wondershare Video Editor is a reliable and easy to use video editing tool that enables you to create
videos, audio and photos in Hollywood style movies with all the editing tools and great effects. It works great with all the major standard and HD videos stored on your computer, or shot by any type of digital cameras, camcorders, mobile devices, even recorded via screen capturer. With this simple program, you'll be able
to create a video guide with more commentary from your own voice, a video message sending your family, a funny animation to share with friends, or a video slideshow out of your photo album. No video editing is too complicated for you; Even you've been doing it for the first time! Key features: ● Timeline-based and
easy to use once installed, it's ready to use immediately. Just import video and audio files into media albums and then drag on to your place on the timeline to start working on them. Designed with ultra-intuitive interface, all editing features just come in handy. ● Edit your video with Fantasy Wondershare video editor with
all the usual edits like rotate, trim, cut, split and mix videos. Also, choose from 300 built-in effects, transitions and introduction credits to make your home video really special. Fantastic effects include picture-in-picture, mosaic, jump cut, tilt-shift, face-off, close-up (flash and hold), and more. ● Expand your soundtrack with
self-creating audio by capture video and record voiceover microphones, electric guitars, and more. To personalize your video project or slideshow, you can also record voiceovers from the editing application. The video and audio track will be fully synced. ● Export your movies in any format choose from the huge variety
offered to export your video project. Save all the newly created files to your computer in burning popular formats, devices, or DVDs. Upload to YouTube? Choose the option directly from wondershare video editor to share online. Wondershare Filmora is a free trial software application from the Multimedia Creation Tools
Lesson category, which is part of the audio and multimedia category. The app is currently available in English and it was last updated on 2014-02-20. This program on Windows XP/Vista/Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows 10 can be done. Wondershare Filmora (version 5.1.2) has a file size of 54.53 MB and is available for
download from our website. Just click on the green download button above to start. So far the program was downloaded 32434 times. We have already checked that download link to be secure, but for Self-protection We recommend that you scan the downloaded software from your antivirus. Here you can find the
changelog of Wondershare Filmora as it was posted on our website on 2014-06-14. The latest version is 5.1.2 and was updated on soft112.com 2018-03-28. See below changes in each version: 1. Improve how to download online resource packs. Related Programmes Our Recommendations Recommendations
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